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Abstract—Cloud computing is a revolutionary computing paradigm, which enables flexible, on-demand, and low-cost usage of computing resources, but the data is outsourced to some cloud servers, and various privacy concerns emerge from it. Various schemes based on the attribute-based encryption have been proposed to secure the cloud storage. However, most work focuses on the data contents privacy and the access control, while less attention is paid to the privilege control and the identity privacy. In this paper, we present a semianonymous privilege control scheme AnonyControl to address not only the data privacy, but also the user identity privacy in existing access control schemes. AnonyControl decentralizes the central authority to limit the identity leakage and thus achieves semianonymity. Besides, it also generalizes the file access control to the privilege control, by which privileges of all operations on the cloud data can be managed in a fine-grained manner. Subsequently, we present the AnonyControl-F, which fully prevents the identity leakage and achieve the full anonymity. Our security analysis shows that both AnonyControl and AnonyControl-F are secure under the decisional bilinear Diffie–Hellman assumption, and our performance evaluation exhibits the feasibility of our schemes.

Index Terms—Anonymity, multi-authority, attribute-based encryption.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a revolutionary computing technique, by which computing resources are provided dynamically via Internet and the data storage and computation are outsourced to someone or some party in a ‘cloud’. It greatly attracts attention and interest from both academia and industry due to the profitability, but it also has at least three challenges that must be handled before coming to our real life to the best of our knowledge. First of all, data confidentiality should be guaranteed. The data privacy is not only about the data contents. Since the most attractive part of the cloud computing is the computation outsourcing, it is far beyond enough to just conduct an access control. More likely, users want to control the privileges of data manipulation over other users or cloud servers. This is because when sensitive information or computation is outsourced to the cloud servers or another user, which is out of users’ control in most cases, privacy risks would rise dramatically because the servers might illegally inspect users’ data and access sensitive information, or other users might be able to infer sensitive information from the outsourced computation. Therefore, not only the access but also the operation should be controlled. Secondly, personal information (defined by each user’s attributes set) is at risk because one’s identity is authenticated based on his information for the purpose of access control (or privilege control in this paper). As people are becoming more concerned about their identity privacy these days, the identity privacy also needs to be protected before the cloud enters our life. Preferably, any authority or server alone should not know any client’s personal information. Last but not least, the cloud computing system should be resilient in the case of security breach in which some part of the system is compromised by attackers.

Various techniques have been proposed to protect the data contents privacy via access control. Identity-based encryption (IBE) was first introduced by Shamir [1], in which the sender of a message can specify an identity such that only a receiver with matching identity can decrypt it. Few years later, Fuzzy Identity-Based Encryption [2] is proposed, which is also known as Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE). In such encryption scheme, an identity is viewed as a set of descriptive attributes, and decryption is possible if a decryptor’s identity has some overlaps with the one specified in the ciphertext. Soon after, more general tree-based ABE schemes, Key-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (KP-ABE) [3] and Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) [4], are presented to express more general condition than simple ‘overlap’. They are counterparts to each other in the sense that the decision of encryption policy (who can or cannot decrypt the message) is made by different parties.
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In the KP-ABE [3], a ciphertext is associated with a set of attributes, and a private key is associated with a monotonic access structure like a tree, which describes this user’s identity (e.g. IIT AND (Ph.D OR Master)). A user can decrypt the ciphertext if and only if the access tree in his private key is satisfied by the attributes in the ciphertext. However, the encryption policy is described in the keys, so the encrypter does not have entire control over the encryption policy. He has to trust that the key generators issue keys with correct structures to correct users. Furthermore, when a re-encryption occurs, all of the users in the same system must have their private keys re-issued so as to gain access to the re-encrypted files, and this process causes considerable problems in implementation. On the other hand, those problems and overhead are all solved in the CP-ABE [4]. In the CP-ABE, ciphertexts are created with an access structure, which specifies the encryption policy, and private keys are generated according to users’ attributes. A user can decrypt the ciphertext if and only if his attributes in the private key satisfy the access tree specified in the ciphertext. By doing so, the encrypter holds the ultimate authority about the encryption policy. Also, the already issued private keys will never be modified unless the whole system reboots.

Unlike the data confidentiality, less effort is paid to protect users’ identity privacy during those interactive protocols. Users’ identities, which are described with their attributes, are generally disclosed to key issuers, and the issuers issue private keys according to their attributes. But it seems natural that users are willing to keep their identities secret while they still can interact with each key generator (authority) using different pseudonyms. One user’s different pseudonyms are tied to his private key, but key generators never know about the private keys, and thus they are not able to link multiple pseudonyms belonging to the same user. Also, the whole attributes set is divided into \( N \) disjoint sets and managed by \( N \) attributes authorities. In this setting, each authority knows only a part of any user’s attributes, which are not enough to figure out the user’s identity. However, the scheme proposed by Chase et al. [6] considered the basic threshold-based KP-ABE, which lacks generality in the encryption policy expression. Many attribute based encryption schemes having multiple authorities have been proposed afterwards [7]–[10], but they either also employ a threshold-based ABE [7], or have a semi-honest central authority [8]–[10], or cannot tolerate arbitrarily many users’ collusion attack [7].

The work by Lewko et al. [11] and Muller et al. [12] are the most similar ones to ours in that they also tried to decentralize the central authority in the CP-ABE into multiple ones. Lewko et al. use a LSSS matrix as an access structure, but their scheme only converts the AND, OR gates to the LSSS matrix, which limits their encryption policy to boolean formula, while we inherit the flexibility of the access tree having threshold gates. Muller et al. also supports only Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) in their encryption policy. Besides the fact that we can express arbitrarily general encryption policy, our system also tolerates the compromise attack towards attributes authorities, which is not covered in many existing works.

Recently, there also appeared traceable multi-authority ABE [13] and [14], which are on the opposite direction of ours. Those schemes introduce accountability such that malicious users’ keys can be traced. On the other hand, similar direction as ours can be found in [15]–[17], who try to hide encryption policy in the ciphertexts, but their solutions do not prevent the attribute disclosure in the key generation phase. To some extent, these three works and ours complement each other in the sense that the combination of these two types protection will lead to a completely anonymous ABE.

III. PRELIMINARIES

Let \( \mathbb{G}_0 \) be a multiplicative cyclic group of prime order \( p \) and \( g \) be its generator. The bilinear map \( e \) ([18], [19]) is defined as follows: \( e : \mathbb{G}_0 \times \mathbb{G}_0 \rightarrow \mathbb{G}_T \), where \( \mathbb{G}_T \) is
the codomain of $e$. The bilinear map $e$ has the following properties: $\forall u, v \in G_0$ and $a, b \in Z_p$, $e(u^a, v^b) = e(u, v)^{ab}$ (bilinearity); for all $u, v \in G_0$, $e(u, v) = e(v, u)$ (symmetry); and $e(g, g) \neq 1$ (non-degeneracy).

**Definition 1:** The Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) problem in group $G_0$ of prime order $p$ with generator $g$ is defined as follows: on input $g, g^a, g^b, g^c \in G_0$ and $e(g, g)^x \in G_T$, where $a, b, c \in Z_p$, decide whether $e(g, g)^x = e(g, g)^{abc}$.

The security of many ABE schemes [4], [20]–[23] and ours rely on the assumption that no probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms can solve the DDH or DBDH problem with non-negligible advantage (DDH assumption and DBDH assumption). This assumption is reasonable since discrete logarithm problems in large number field are widely considered to be intractable [24]–[28], and the groups we chose are cyclic multiplicative groups of prime order, in which DBDH problems are believed to be hard.

We introduce the Lagrange coefficient $\Delta_{i,S}$ for $i \in Z_p$ and a set $S$, of elements in $Z_p$: $\Delta_{i,S}(x) := \prod_{j \in S, j \neq i} \frac{x-j}{i-j}$, which will be used in the polynomial interpolation in the decryption algorithm. Additionally, a one-way hash function $H : [0, 1]^n \rightarrow G_0$ is defined as a random oracle, which maps any attribute value to a random element in $Z_p$.

**A. Privilege Trees $T_p$**

In our work, encryption policy is described with a tree called access tree. Each non-leaf node of the tree is a threshold gate, and each leaf node is described by an attribute. One access tree is required in every data file to define the encryption policy. In this paper, we extend existing schemes by generalizing the access tree to a privilege tree. The privilege in our scheme is defined as similar to the privileges managed in ordinary operating systems. A data file has several operations, which makes the file controlling fine-grained and thus suitable for cloud storage service.

In our scheme, several trees are required in every data file to verify users’ identity and to grant him a privilege accordingly. There are supposed to be $r$ these kind of structures, which means there are $r$ different privileges defined for the corresponding data file. The privilege 0 is defined as the privilege to read the file, and other privileges may be defined arbitrarily (the $m$-th privilege does not necessarily have more powerful privilege than the $n$-th one when $m > n$). The tree is similar to the one defined in [4]. Given a tree, if $num_x$ is the number of the node $x$’s children node and $k_x$ is its threshold value $0 < k_x \leq num_x$, then node $x$ is assigned a true value if at least $k_x$ children nodes have been assigned true value. Specially, the node becomes an OR gate when $k_x = 1$ and an AND gate when $k_x = num_x$.

**B. Satisfying the Privilege Tree**

If a user’s attributes set $S$ satisfies the privilege tree $T_p$ or the node $x$, we define it as $T_p(S) = 1$ or $x(S) = 1$ respectively. $T_p(S)$ is calculated recursively as follows. If $x$ is a leaf node, $x(S) = 1$ if and only if $att(x) \in S$. If $x$ is a non-leaf node, $x(S) = 1$ only when at least $k_x$ child nodes return 1. For the root node $R_p$ of $T_p$, $T_p(S) = 1$ only if $R_p(S) = 1$.

**IV. Problem Formulation**

**A. System Model**

In our system, there are four types of entities: $N$ Attribute Authorities (denoted as $\mathcal{A}$), Cloud Server, Data Owners and Data Consumers. A user can be a Data Owner and a Data Consumer simultaneously.

Authorities are assumed to have powerful computation abilities, and they are supervised by government offices because some attributes partially contain users’ personally identifiable information. The whole attribute set is divided into $N$ disjoint sets and controlled by each authority, therefore each authority is aware of only part of attributes.

A Data Owner is the entity who wishes to outsource encrypted data file to the Cloud Servers. The Cloud Server, who is assumed to have adequate storage capacity, does nothing but store them.

Newly joined Data Consumers request private keys from all of the authorities, and they do not know which attributes are controlled by which authorities. When the Data Consumers request their private keys from the authorities, authorities jointly create corresponding private key and send it to them.

All Data Consumers are able to download any of the encrypted data files, but only those whose private keys satisfy the privilege tree $T_p$ can execute the operation associated with privilege $p$. The server is delegated to execute an operation $p$ if and only if the user’s credentials are verified through the privilege tree $T_p$.

**B. Threats Model**

We assume the Cloud Servers are semi-honest, who behave properly in most of time but may collude with malicious Data Consumers or Data Owners to harvest others’ file contents to gain illegal profits. But they are also assumed to gain legal benefit when users’ requests are correctly processed, which means they will follow the protocol in general.

$N$ authorities are assumed to be untrusted. That is, they will follow our proposed protocol in general, but try to find out as much information as possible individually. More specifically, we assume they are interested in users’ attributes to achieve the identities, but they will not collude with users or other authorities. This assumption is similar to many previous researches on security issue in cloud computing (see [20], [29]–[31]), and it is also reasonable since these
will be audited by government offices. However, we will further relax this assumption and allow the collusion between the authorities in Section VI.

Data Consumers are untrusted since they are random users including attackers. They may collude with other Data Consumers to illegally access what they are not allowed to.

Besides, we do not consider the identity leakage from the underlying network since this can be trivially prevented by employing anonymized network protocols (see [32], [33]).

C. Security Model

To formally define the security of our AnonyControl, we first give the following definitions.

Setup $\rightarrow$ PK, MK$_k$: This algorithm takes nothing as input except implicit inputs such as security parameters. Attributes authorities execute this algorithm to jointly compute a system-wide public parameter PK as well as an authority-wide public parameter y$_k$, and to individually compute a master key MK$_k$.

KeyGenerate(PK, MK$_k$, h$u$) $\rightarrow$ SK$_u$: This algorithm enables a user to interact with every authority attribute, and obtains a private key SK$_u$ corresponding to the input attribute set h$u$.

Encrypt(PK, M, \{T$_p$\}$_{p\in\{0,\ldots,r-1\}}$) $\rightarrow$ (CT, VR): This algorithm takes as input the public key PK, a message M, and a set of privilege trees \{T$_p$\}$_{p\in\{0,\ldots,r-1\}}$, where r is determined by the encrypter. It will encrypt the message M and returns a ciphertext CT and a verification set VR so that a user can execute specific operation on the ciphertext if and only if his attributes satisfy the corresponding privilege tree T$_p$. As we defined, T$_0$ stands for the privilege to read the file.

Decrypt(PK, SK$_u$, CT) $\rightarrow$ M or verification parameter: This algorithm will be used at file controlling (e.g. reading, modification, deletion). It takes as input the public key PK, a ciphertext CT, and a private key SK$_u$, which has a set of attributes h$u$ and corresponds to its holder’s GID$_u$. If the set h$u$ satisfies any tree in the set \{T$_p$\}$_{p\in\{0,\ldots,r-1\}}$, the algorithm returns a message M or a verification parameter. If the verification parameter is successfully verified by Cloud Servers, who use VR to verify it, the operation request will be processed.

Next, we define the security of our AnonyControl with the following game.

Init: The adversary $A$ declares the set of compromised authorities \{A$_k$\} $\subset$ A (where at least two authorities in A are not controlled by A) that are under his control (remaining authorities A/\{A$_k$\} are controlled by the challenger). Then, he declares T$_0$ that he wants to be challenged, in which some attributes are being in charged by the challenger’s authorities.

Setup*: The challenger and the adversary jointly run the Setup algorithm to receive the valid outputs.

Phase 1: The adversary launches KeyGenerate algorithms to query for as many private keys as he wants, which correspond to attribute sets h$_1$, \ldots, h$_q$ being disjointly in charged by all authorities \{A$_k$\}, but none of these keys satisfy T$_0$. Besides, he also conducts arbitrarily many computations using the public and secret keys that he has (belonging to compromised authorities).

Challenge: The adversary submits two messages $M_0$ and $M_1$ of equal size to the challenger. The challenger flips a random binary coin b and encrypts $M_b$ with T$_0$. The ciphertext CT is given to the adversary.

Phase 2: Phase 1 is repeated adaptively, but none of the queried keys satisfy T$_0$.

Guess: The adversary outputs a guess $b'$ of b.

The advantage of an adversary $A$ in this game is defined as $\Pr[b' = b] - \frac{1}{2}$.

Definition 2: Our scheme is secure and indistinguishable against chosen-attribute attack (IND-CAA) if all probabilistic polynomial-time adversaries (PPTA) have at most a negligible advantage in the above game.

Note that the IND-CAA defined above implies IND-CCA since the adversary can conduct encryptions and decryptions using the public keys and secret keys it owns in Phase 1 and Phase 2 (but he cannot decrypt the target ciphertext since none of its secret keys satisfy T$_0$).

D. Design Goals

Our goal is to achieve a multi-authority CP-ABE which: achieves the security defined above; guarantees the confidentiality of Data Consumers’ identity information; and tolerates compromise attacks on the authorities or the collusion attacks by the authorities.

For the visual comfort, we frequently use the following notations hereafter. A$_k$ denotes the k-th attribute authority; h$u$ denotes the attributes set of user u; h$u$$_{A}$ denotes the attributes set of user u$_{A}$; h$u$$_{A}$ denotes the subset of h$u$ controlled by A$_k$; and h$u$$_{A,p}$ denotes the attributes set included in tree T$_p$.

V. ANONYCONTROL CONSTRUCTION

A. Setup

At the system initialization phase, any one of the authorities chooses a bilinear group $G_0$ of prime order p with generator g and publishes it. Then, all authorities independently and randomly picks v$_k$ $\in$ $Z_p$ and send Y$_k$ = e(g, g)$^v_k$ to all other authorities who individually compute Y := $\prod_{k \in A}$ Y$_k$ = e(g, g)$^{\sum_{k \in A} v_k}$. Then, every authority A$_k$ randomly picks N − 1 integers s$_{kj}$ $\in$ $Z_p$ (j $\in$ \{1, \ldots, N\} \setminus \{k\}) and computes g$s_{kj}$. Each g$s_{kj}$ is shared with each other authority A$_j$. An authority A$_k$, after receiving N − 1 pieces of g$s_{kj}$ generated by A$_j$, computes its secret parameter x$_k$ $\in$ $Z_p$ as follows:

$$x_k = \left( \prod_{j \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \setminus \{k\}} g^{s_{kj}} \right) / \left( \prod_{j \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \setminus \{k\}} g^{s_{jk}} \right)$$

It is easy to see that these randomly produced integers satisfy $\prod_{k \in A} x_k = 1$ mod p. This is an important property which achieves compromise attack tolerance for our scheme, which will be discussed in the next section.

Then, the master key for the authority A$_k$ is MK$_k$ = \{v$_k$, x$_k$\}, and public key of the whole system is published as PK = \{G$_0$, g, Y = e(g, g)$^{\sum_{k \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \setminus \{k\}} v_k}$\}. 
Note that the time complexity of the setup computation is 
$O(N^2)$ since every authority computes $N - 1$ pieces of $g^{x_k}$. 
However, this can be further reduced to $O(N)$ by applying the 
following simple trick. We first cluster the authorities into $C$ 
clusters, and exchanges the parameters within the cluster only. 
Then, the time complexity is reduced to $O(CN) = O(N)$ 
since $C$ is a constant.

B. Keygenerate($PK$, $MK_k$, $A_u$)

When a new user $u$ with $GID_u$ wants to join the system, he requests 
the private key from all of the authorities by following this 
process which is composed of two phases.

1) Attribute Key Generation: For any attribute $i \in A_u$, every 
$A_k$ randomly picks $r_i \in Z_p$ to individually compute the partial 
private keys $H(iy(i))^{r_i}$, $D_i' = g^{r_i}$, which are privately sent to 
the user $u$.

Then, each authority $A_k$ randomly picks $d_k \in Z_p$, computes 
$x_k \cdot g^{r_i} \cdot g^{d_k}$ and privately shares it with other authorities 
(i.e. kept secret to the user $u$). Then, he privately sends $x_k \cdot g^{d_k}$ 
to the user $u$ (i.e. kept secret to other authorities).

Any one of $N$ authorities computes and sends the following 
term to the user $u$:

$$D = \prod x_k g^{x_k} g^{dk} = g^{\sum x_k + \sum dk}$$

where $g^{\sum x_k}$ acts as a system-wide master key used to generate 
a valid secret key, but no single authority is able to infer its 
value. A valid $D$ with a valid $g^{\sum x_k}$ can be achieved only when 
all the authorities correctly follow the protocol and conduct a 
joint computation.

Then, the user computes the following term which is the 
attribute key for the attribute $i$ ($att(i)$ refers to the element in 
$G_0$ corresponding to $i$):

$$D_i = H(iy(i))^{r_i} \cdot \prod (x_k \cdot g^{d_k}) = H(iy(i))^{r_i} \cdot g^{\sum d_k}$$

Note that $D_i$ is computed securely without disclosing 
individual $g^{d_k}$‘s to the user or disclosing $g^{\sum d_k}$ to any authority. 
This is very important in the tolerance to the 
compromise attack, which will be discussed later.

2) Key Aggregation: User $u$, after receiving $D$, $D_i$’s and 
$D_i'$s, aggregates the components as his private key:

$$SK_u = \{ D, \forall i \in A_u : D_i = g^{(\sum d_k) \cdot H(iy(i))^{r_i}}, D_i' = g^{r_i} \}.$$

C. Encrypt($PK$, $M$, $\{TP\}_{p\in[0,...,r-1]}$)

The Data Owner encrypts the data with any existing 
symmetric encryption scheme, and generates the decryption 
key $Ke$. Then, he determines a set of privilege trees 
$\{TP\}_{p\in[0,...,r-1]}$ and executes $Encrypt(PK, Ke, \{TP\})$.

Remember that the privilege tree in our scheme is 
based on the threshold gates. Here, Shamir’s secret sharing 
technique [34] is directly used to implement the threshold gate.

Shamir’s $t$-out-of-$n$ secret share scheme allows one to divide 
a secret to $n$ shares, and the original secret can be recovered 
with $t$ of them. So, in our tree, the node value of the gate is 
recovered if and only if at least $k_e$ values of children nodes 
are recovered in recursive manner. The random number, which 
is used to mask the decryption key $Ke$, is stored at the root 
of the privilege tree and is secret-shared to its children nodes, 
and the secret shares in the children nodes are secret-shared to 
their children nodes, so and so forth until the recursive secret 
sharing reaches the leaf nodes.

This is implemented in the following way. For each $TP$, 
the algorithm first chooses a polynomial $q_s$ for each node $x$ 
in it. For each node $x$, sets the degree $d_s$ of the polynomial 
$q_s$ as one less than the threshold value $k_e$. Starting from the 
root node $R_p$, the algorithm randomly picks $s_p \in Z_p$ and 
sets $q_R(p) \leftarrow s_p$ and randomly chooses other coefficients 
for $q_R(p)$. Then, for any other node $x$, the coefficients are chosen 
randomly and the constant term is set as $q_{parent}(x)(index(x))$ 
such that $q_s(0) = q_{parent}(x)(index(x))(index(x)$ is the index 
of the $x$’s child nodes, and $parent(x)$ is node $x$’s parent node). 
Finally, he picks a random element $h \in Z_p$ such that $h^{-1}$ 
mod $p$ exists, and calculates $g^{h \cdot s_p}$, $D^{-1}$, and the ciphertext 
$CT$ is created as

$$CT = \{ TP_{p \in [0,...,r-1]}, E_0 = Ke \cdot Y^{s_0}, C = g^{h s_p}, \hat{C} = D^{-1} \}
\{ C_i = g^{q_i(0)}, C_{i'} = H(iy(i))^{q_i(0)} \}_{i \in A \cap TP_{p \in [0,...,r-1]}}$$

Note that $D^{-1}$ is introduced to prevent key combination 
attack, which is similar to the idea appeared in [4], but in 
different ways: they introduced such a inverse in the power in 
key generation algorithm while we does so in the encryption 
in order to achieve the de-centralization.

Then, $VR$, which is disclosed only to the Cloud Server, is 
created for the purpose of privilege verification.

$$VR = \{ E_p = Y^{s_p} \}_{p \in [1,...,r-1]}$$

Finally, Data Owner sends $CT$, $VR$ and the encrypted file 
to the Cloud Server to share them with other Data Consumers.

D. Decrypt($PK$, $SK_u$, $CT$)

Every user within the system can download the ciphertext 
from the Cloud Server, but he is able to execute operations on 
encrypted data only after he successfully decrypts it. Firstly, 
we define a recursive algorithm $DecryptNode(CT, SK_u, x)$, 
where $x$ stands for a node in the privilege tree $TP$. 
If the node $x$ is a leaf node, we let $i$ be the attribute of the node $x$ and 
define as follows. If $i \in A_u$,

$$DecryptNode(CT, SK_u, x) = \frac{e(D_i, C_x)}{e(D_i', C_{i'})} = \frac{e(g^{\sum d_k \cdot H(iy(i))^{r_i}}, g^{q_i(0)})}{e(g, g^{\sum d_k} \cdot q_i(0))} = e(g, g)^{\sum d_k \cdot q_i(0)}$$

If not, we define $DecryptNode(CT, SK_u, x) := \bot$. If $x$ is not 
a leaf node, the algorithm proceeds as follows: For all nodes $z$ 
that are children of $x$, it calls $DecryptNode(CT, SK_u, z)$ and 
stores the output as $F_z$. Let $S_k$ be an arbitrary $k_e$-sized set of 
child nodes $z$ such that $F_z \neq \bot$. If no such set exists then 
the node was not satisfied and the algorithm returns $\bot$. Otherwise,
compute
\[ F_x = \prod_{z \in S_x} F_z^{\Delta_d s'_x(0)}, \quad \text{where} \quad \begin{cases} d = \text{index}(z) \\ S'_x = \text{index}(z) : z \in S_x \end{cases} \]
\[ = \prod_{z \in S_x} (e(g, g)(\sum_{dk} q_{\text{parent}(z)}(d))^{\Delta_d s'_z(0)} \]
\[ = \prod_{z \in S_x} (e(g, g)(\sum_{dk} q_{\text{parent}(z)}(d))^{\Delta_d s'_z(0)} \]
\[ = e(g, g)(\sum_{dk} q_{\text{parent}(z)}(d))^{\Delta_d s'_z(0)} \] (using polynomial interpolation)

The interpolation above recovers the parent node’s value by calculating coefficients of the polynomial and evaluating the \( p(0) \). We direct the readers to [34] for complete calculation. A user recursively calls this algorithm, starting from the root node \( R_p \) of the tree \( T_p \), after downloading the file. If the tree is satisfied, which means he is granted the privilege \( p \), then

\[ \text{DecryptNode}(CT, SK_u, R_p) = e(g, g)^{s_p \sum d_i} \]

Finally, if the user is trying to read the file, the decryption key \( K_e \) can be recovered by:

\[ \frac{E_0}{e(C, C) e(g, g)^{\sum q_k}} = \frac{K_e \cdot Y^{s_0}}{e(C, C) e(g, g)^{\sum q_k}} = K_e \]

Then, the data file can be decrypted by using it. Otherwise, if he wants to execute some operation on the data, he should be verified as an authorized user for the execution first. If the execution requires the \( j \)-th privilege, the user recursively calls \( \text{Decrypt}(CT, SK_u, x) \) starting from the root node \( R_j \) of the tree \( T_j \) to get \( e(g, g)^{s_j \sum d_i} \) and further achieve \( Y^{s_j} \) with the same equation as above. The user sends it to the Cloud Server as well as the operation request. The Cloud Server checks whether \( Y^{s_j} = E_j \), and proceeds if they do equal each other. In fact, \( Y^{s_j} \) should be encrypted to avoid replay attack. This can be simply implemented by introducing any public key encryption protocol.

\section*{VI. ACHIEVING FULL ANONYMITY}

We have assumed semi-honest authorities in \textit{AnonyControl} and we assumed that they will not collude with each other. This is a necessary assumption in \textit{AnonyControl} because each authority is in charge of a subset of the whole attributes set, and for the attributes that it is in charge of, it knows the exact information of the key requester. If the information from all authorities is gathered altogether, the complete attribute set of the key requester is recovered and thus his identity is disclosed to the authorities. In this sense, \textit{AnonyControl} is semi-anonymous since partial identity information (represented as some attributes) is disclosed to each authority, but we can achieve a full-anonymity and also allow the collusion of the authorities.

The key point of the identity information leakage we had in our previous scheme as well as every existing attribute based encryption schemes is that key generator (or attribute authorities in our scheme) issues attribute key based on the reported attribute, and the generator has to know the user’s attribute to do so. We need to introduce a new technique to let key generators issue the correct attribute key without knowing what attributes the users have. A naive solution is to give all the attribute keys of all the attributes to the key requester and let him pick whatever he wants. In this way, the key generator does not know which attribute keys the key requester picked, but we have to fully trust the key requester that he will not pick any attribute key not allowed to him. To solve this, we leverage the following Oblivious Transfer (OT).

\begin{algorithm}[H]
\begin{algorithmic}
\caption{1-Out-of-2 Oblivious Transfer}
\State Bob randomly picks a secret \( s \) and publishes \( g^s \) to Alice.
\State Alice creates an encryption/decryption key pair: \( \{g^t, r\} \)
\State Alice chooses \( i \) and calculates \( EK_i = g^r, EK_{i+1} = \frac{E}{g} \)
\State and sends \(EK_0 \) to Bob.
\State Bob calculates \( EK_1 = g^{E/K_0} \) and encrypts \( M_0 \) using \( EK_0 \) and \( M_1 \) using \( EK_1 \) and sends two cipher texts \( E_{EK_0}(M_0), E_{EK_1}(M_1) \) to Alice.
\State Alice can use \( r \) to decrypt the desired cipher text \( E_{EK_i}(M_i) \), but she cannot decrypt the other one. Meanwhile, Bob does not know which cipher text is decrypted.
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

\begin{algorithm}[H]
\begin{algorithmic}
\caption{1-Out-of-\( n \) Oblivious Transfer}
\State Bob randomly picks \( n \) secrets \( s_1, \ldots, s_n \) and calculates \( t_i \) as follows:
\State \( \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} : t_i = s_1 \oplus \cdots \oplus s_{i-1} \oplus M_i \)
\State For each \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \), Bob and Alice are engaged in a 1-out-of-2 OT where Bob’s first message is \( t_i \) and the second message is \( s_i \). Alice picks \( t_i \) to receive if she wants \( M_i \) and \( t_j \) otherwise.
\State After Alice receives \( n \) components, she has \( t_i = s_1 \oplus \cdots \oplus s_{i-1} \oplus M_i \) for the \( i \) she wants and \( s_k \) for \( k \neq i \), she can recover the \( M_i \) by
\State \( M_i = t_i \oplus s_{i-1} \oplus s_{i-2} \oplus \cdots \oplus s_1 \)
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

A. 1-Out-of-\( n \) Oblivious Transfer

In an 1-out-of-\( n \) OT, the sender Bob has \( n \) messages \( M_1, \ldots, M_n \), and the receiver Alice wants to pick one \( M_i \) from those \( M_1, \ldots, M_n \). Alice successfully achieves \( M_i \) without knowing any useful information about other messages, and Bob does not know which \( M_i \) is picked by Alice. We employ [35] as a building block out of many implementations [35]–[37], in our fully anonymous multi-authority CP-ABE in the next section.

We use the 1-out-of-2 OT (Algorithm 1), in which Alice picks \( M_i \) from Bob’s \( M_0, M_1 \), to introduce the 1-out-of-\( n \) OT described in Algorithm 2.

In Algorithm 2, Alice can achieve \( M_i \) if and only if she picks \( t_i \) for the \( i \) she wants the message and \( s_k \) for any \( k \neq i \). If she picks several \( t_k \)’s, some \( s_k \)’s are missing and she is not able to recover any message.
B. Fully Anonymous Multi-Authority CP-ABE

In this section, we present how to achieve the full anonymity in AnonyControl to designs the fully anonymous privilege control scheme AnonyControl-F.

The KeyGenerate algorithm is the only part which leaks identity information to each attribute authority. Upon receiving the attribute key request with the attribute value, the attribute authority will generate \( H(\text{attr}(i))r_i \) and sends it to the requester where \( \text{attr}(i) \) is the attribute value and \( r_i \) is a random number for that attribute. The attribute value is disclosed to the authority in this step.

We can introduce the above 1-out-of-\( n \) OT to prevent this leakage. We let each authority be in charge of all attributes belonging to the same category. For each attribute category \( c \) (e.g., University), suppose there are \( k \) possible attribute values (e.g., IIT, NYU, CMU ...), then one requester has at most one attribute value in one category. Upon the key request, the attribute authority can pick a random number \( r_u \) for the requester and generates \( H(\text{attr}(i))^{r_u} \) for all \( i \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \). After the attribute keys are ready, the attribute authority and the key requester are engaged in a 1-out-of-\( k \) OT where the key requester wants to receive one attribute key among \( k \).

By introducing the 1-out-of-\( k \) OT in our KeyGenerate algorithm, the key requester achieves the correct attribute key that he wants, but the attribute authority does not have any useful information about what attribute is achieved by the requester. Then, the key requester achieves the full anonymity in our scheme and no matter how many attribute authorities collude, his identity information is kept secret.

C. Discussions

1) Trustfulness of Users: Our AnonyControl-F also needs to trust the requester that he picks correct attribute keys corresponding to his identity, but the requester can pick only one attribute key in one category, which is much better than the naive idea above, and it is not this paper’s scope to guarantee the truthful reporting of the attributes. To the best of our knowledge, it is assumed that some other authentication (e.g., government check) is in place to verify the reported attributes in most of ABE-related works.

2) Performance: The extra computation introduced in AnonyControl-F is just several exponent calculations, which are negligible. However, extra communication overhead is a problematic issue in AnonyControl-F. For each attribute category, the user is involved in a 1-out-of-\( n \) OT which needs \( O(n) \) rounds of communication. Therefore, the communication overhead grows from \( O(1) \) in AnonyControl to \( O(1) \) where \( I \) is the size of the entire attribute set. This is the main drawback of our fully anonymous scheme, which should be solved in our future work.

VII. SECURITY ANALYSIS

A. Tolerance Against Authorities’ Collusion or Compromise Attack

In the proposed scheme, an authority \( A_k \) generates a set of random secret parameters \( \{s_{ij}\} \) and shares \( g^{x_k} \) it with other authorities via secure channel, and \( x_k \) is computed based on this parameters. It is believed that DDH problem is intractable in the group \( G_0 \) of prime order \( p \), therefore \( g^{x_k} \) does not leak any statistical information about \( s_{ij} \). This implies even if an adversary is able to compromise up to \( (N-2) \) authorities, there are still two parameters \( s_{ij} \) kept unknown to the adversary. So, the adversary is not able to guess the valid \( g^\sum v_i \), and he fails to construct a valid secret key. Hence, the scheme achieves compromise tolerance to up to \( (N-2) \) authorities compromise. But, if we reduce the time complexity of the setup phase by dividing authorities into several clusters having \( C \) authorities in each, attackers can compromise \( C-1 \) authorities in a cluster to create valid master keys of that cluster. Therefore, there is a trade-off between tolerance and complexity. However, since the number of authorities is typically not very huge, and the setup is one-time operation at the very beginning of the system setup, we recommend using the original setup algorithm whose complexity is \( O(N^2) \).

Note that the compromised authorities are able to issue valid attribute keys for which they are in charge of, so the ciphertexts whose privilege trees have only those attributes might be illegally decrypted if the attacker issue all possible attribute keys to himself. But, since the authorities are well protected servers, it is hard to compromise even one authority, and the probability of compromising enough authorities to illegally decrypt some ciphertext is very low.

B. Tolerance Against Users’ Collusion Attack

In order to access a plaintext, attackers must recover \( Y^{s_0} = e(g,g)^{v_0} \) which can be recovered only if the attackers have enough attributes to satisfy the tree \( T_0 \). When two different keys’ components are combined, the combined key cannot go through the polynomial interpolation in the decryption algorithm due to the different randomizers in each key. Therefore, at least one key should be valid to satisfy a privilege tree.

C. Formal Proof

With aforementioned properties (indistinguishability of \( s_{ij} \)’s and inability of interpolation using different users’ keys), we are ready to formally prove that AnonyControl and AnonyControl-F are both secure. To be granted the file access privilege (\( T_F = T_0 \)), one needs to recover \( Y^{s_0} \) from \( E_0 = K_e \cdot Y^{s_0} \), while one needs to recover \( Y^{s_0} \) if he needs other privileges. They are basically the same parameters with different values, therefore it is enough to prove that no polynomial time adversaries have significant advantage in our security game (Section IV, defined only for the file access privilege) to show the security of our schemes instead of proving it for all privileges.

Theorem 7.1: If an adversary has a non-negligible advantage in our security game (Section IV), there exists at least one probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm who can solve the DBDH problem (Section III) with a non-negligible advantage.

Proof: Suppose a probabilistic polynomial-time adversary’s advantage in our security game is \( \epsilon \). We prove that the following DBDH game can be solved with an advantage \( \frac{\epsilon}{2} \).
Let $e : \mathbb{G}_0 \times \mathbb{G}_0 \rightarrow \mathbb{G}_T$ be a bilinear map, where $\mathbb{G}_0$ is a multiplicative cyclic group of prime order $p$ and $g$ is its generator. First the DBDH challenger flips a binary coin $\mu$, and he sets $(g, A, B, C, Z) := (g, g^a, g^b, g^c, e(g, g)^{abc})$ if $\mu = 0$; otherwise he sets $(g, A, B, C, Z) := (g, g^a, g^b, g^c, e(g, g)^{f})$, where $a, b, c, z \in \mathbb{Z}_p$ are randomly chosen. The challenger then gives the simulator $(g, A, B, C, Z) = (g, g^a, g^b, g^c, Z)$. The simulator $\text{sim}$ then plays the role of a challenger in the following DBDH game.

Init: The adversary $\mathcal{A}$ controls the set of compromised authorities $\{A_k\} \subset \mathcal{A}$ (where at least two authorities in $\mathcal{A}$ are not controlled by $\mathcal{A}$), and remaining authorities $\mathcal{A}/\{A_k\}$ are controlled by $\text{sim}$. Then, he declares a $\mathcal{T}_0$ which he wants to be challenged, in which some attributes are being in charged by the simulator’s authorities $\mathcal{A}/\{A_k\}$ (i.e., non-compromised authorities).

Setup: $\text{sim}$ sets $a = \sum_{d_k} d_k b = \sum_{d_k} v_k c = s_0$, where $a_1, \ldots, a_n, v_1, \ldots, v_n, s_0 $ are all randomly chosen. Meanwhile, he sets the parameter $Y := e(A, B) = e(g, g)^{ab}$ and gives this public parameter to $\mathcal{A}$. Then, he declares a $\mathcal{T}_0$ which he wants to be challenged.

Phase 1: $\mathcal{A}$ queries for as many private keys as he wants, which correspond to the attributes set $\mathcal{A}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{A}_\ell$ being disjointly in charged by all authorities $\mathcal{A}_k$, but none of them satisfy the $\mathcal{T}_0$. $\text{sim}$, after receiving the key queries, computes the components in private keys to respond the $\mathcal{A}$'s requests. For all attributes $i \in \mathcal{A}_k$, he randomly picks $r_i \in \mathbb{Z}_p$, and computes $D_i := A \cdot H(\text{attr}(i))^y, D'_i := g^e$. Then, $\text{sim}$ returns the created private keys to $\mathcal{A}$.

Challenge: The adversary $\mathcal{A}$ submits two challenge messages $m_0$ and $m_1$ to the challenger. The challenger flips a binary coin $\gamma$, and returns the following ciphertext to $\mathcal{A}$.

$$\text{CT}_{{\gamma}} = (T_0, E_0 = m_\gamma \cdot Z, \{C_i = g^{q(i)}(0), C'_i = H(\text{attr}(i)^y)_{i \in \mathcal{A}_0} \})$$

If $\mu = 0$, $Z = e(g, g)^{abc}$. Note that $a = \sum d_k, ab = \sum v_k$ and $c = s_0$, and we have $Z = e(g, g)^{abc} = e(g, g)^{abc} = Y^{s_0}$ and $D_1 = g^{\sum d_k} H(\text{attr}(i)^y)$. Therefore, $\text{CT}_\gamma$ is a valid ciphertext of the message $m_\gamma$, and $D_1$ is a valid component of the private key. Otherwise, if $\mu = 1, Z = e(g, g)^{c}$. Then, we have $E_0 = m_{\gamma} \cdot e(g, g)^{c}$. Since $Z \in \mathbb{Z}_p$ is a random element, $E_0$ is a random element in $\mathbb{G}_T$ from $\mathcal{A}$’s perspective (if DBDH is hard in the prime order group $\mathbb{G}_T$), therefore $\text{CT}_\gamma$ contains no information about $m_\gamma$.

Phase 2: Repeat Phase 1 adaptively.

Guess: $\mathcal{A}$ submits a guess $\gamma' \neq \gamma$. If $\gamma' = \gamma$, $\text{sim}$ outputs $\mu' = 0$, indicating that it was given a valid DBDH-tuple $(g, A, B, C, Y^{s_0})$, otherwise it outputs $\mu' = 1$, indicating that he was given a random $5$-element tuple $(g, A, B, C, Z)$.

As shown in the construction of the game, the simulator $\text{sim}$ computes the public parameter and the private key in the same way as our scheme. When $\mu = 1$, the adversary $\mathcal{A}$ learns no information about $\gamma$, so we have $\Pr[\gamma \neq \gamma'|\mu = 1] = \Pr[\gamma = \gamma'|\mu = 1] = \frac{1}{2}$. Since the simulator $\text{sim}$ outputs his guess $\mu' = 1$ when $\gamma' \neq \gamma$, we have $\Pr[\mu' = \mu|\mu = 1] = \Pr[\gamma' = \gamma'|\mu = 1] = \frac{1}{2}$. If $\mu = 0$, the adversary $\mathcal{A}$ gets a valid ciphertext of $m_\gamma$, $\mathcal{A}$’s advantage in this situation is $\epsilon$ by definition, so we have $\Pr[\gamma' = \gamma'|\mu = 0] = \frac{1}{2} + \epsilon$. Since the simulator gives his guess $\mu' = 0$ when $\gamma = \gamma'$, we have $\Pr[\mu' = \mu|\mu = 0] = \Pr[\gamma = \gamma'|\mu = 0] = \frac{1}{2} + \epsilon$. The overall advantage in this DBDH game is:

$$\Pr[\mu' = \mu|\mu = 0]\Pr[\mu = 0] + \Pr[\mu' = \mu|\mu = 1]\Pr[\mu = 1] = \frac{1}{2} \cdot \left(\frac{1}{2} + \epsilon\right) + \frac{1}{2} \cdot \frac{1}{2} = \epsilon$$

To conclude, the advantage for a PPTA in the DBDH game is $\frac{\epsilon}{2}$ if the advantage for a polynomial-time adversary in our security game is $\epsilon$. Therefore, if an adversary has a non-negligible advantage $\epsilon$ in our security game, he has a non-negligible advantage to solve the DBDH problem.

Based on the assumption that no PPTA can solve the DBDH problem with non-negligible advantage, it can be deduced that no adversary has significant advantage in our security game. Therefore, our AnonyControl is secure according to the definition in Section IV.

1) Security of AnonyControl-F: The only difference between AnonyControl and AnonyControl-F is the newly introduced 1-out-of-$n$ OT during the KeyGenerate algorithm. Therefore, as long as the introduced OT does not leak information about the attributes that are transferred via it, AnonyControl-F leaks as much as information as AnonyControl does. Since the 1-out-of-$n$ OT used in our work is proved to be secure [35], AnonyControl-F is as secure as AnonyControl.

VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we present the performance evaluation based on our measurement on the implemented prototype system of AnonyControl-F. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first implementation of a multi-authority attribute based encryption scheme. Our prototype system provides five command line tools.

anonycontrol-setup: Jointly generates a public key and $N$ master keys.

anonycontrol-keygen: Generates a part of private key for the attribute set it is responsible for.

anonycontrol-enc: Encrypts a file under $r$ privilege trees.

anonycontrol-dec: Decrypts a file if possible.

anonycontrol-rec: Decrypts a file and re-encrypts it under different privilege trees.

This toolkit is based on the CP-ABE toolkit [4] which is available online [38], and the whole system is implemented on a linux system with Intel i7 2nd Gen @ 2.7GHz and 2GB RAM.

Fig. 2 shows the computation overhead incurred in the core algorithms Setup, KeyGenerate, Encrypt, and Decrypt under various conditions. We additionally implemented three similar works (Li [13], Chase [13], and Müller [12]) under the same condition (same security level and same environment) for the comparison purpose.

Particularly, in Fig. 2(c), we set only one privilege for the file access, and we measured the time to create one privilege tree and calculate its verification parameter in Fig. 2(f).
Fig. 2. Experiment result on our implemented prototype system. (a) Setup time. (b) Keygen time with different authorities #. 20 attributes per key. (c) Keygen time with different attributes #. 4 authorities. (d) Encryption and decryption time with different attributes number. File size is 100KB. (e) Encryption and decryption time with different file size. 20 attributes in T0. (f) Time to create a privilege tree and decrypt a verification parameter from it.

In general, the computation overhead of Li [13] is much higher than others because their scheme involves many more exponentiations and bilinear mappings due to the accountability. The encryption/decryption under different file sizes did not show big differences when file sizes are large ($\geq 20$MB), because the run times are dominated by the symmetric encryption (AES-256). Finally, only our run times are plotted in Fig. 2(f) because the privilege creation is the unique process in our scheme.

IX. CONCLUSION AND POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS

This paper proposes a semi-anonymous attribute-based privilege control scheme AnonyControl and a fully-anonymous attribute-based privilege control scheme AnonyControl-F to address the user privacy problem in a cloud storage server. Using multiple authorities in the cloud computing system, our proposed schemes achieve not only fine-grained privilege control but also identity anonymity while conducting privilege control based on users’ identity information. More importantly, our system can tolerate up to $N - 2$ authority compromise, which is highly preferable especially in Internet-based cloud computing environment. We also conducted detailed security and performance analysis which shows that AnonyControl both secure and efficient for cloud storage system. The AnonyControl-F directly inherits the security of the AnonyControl and thus is equivalently secure as it, but extra communication overhead is incurred during the 1-out-of-$n$ oblivious transfer.

One of the promising future works is to introduce the efficient user revocation mechanism on top of our anonymous ABE. Supporting user revocation is an important issue in the real application, and this is a great challenge in the application of ABE schemes. Making our schemes compatible with existing ABE schemes [39]–[41] who support efficient user revocation is one of our future works.
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